A special trip for you in Otaru
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For more useful information
Go to the Otaru Tourism Association website
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The "Otaru Canal" was an important distribution center during Hokkaido's period of economic prosperity. Eventually, facilities made use of the old warehouses and gas lights were installed to create a distinct atmosphere that has become one of Hokkaido’s most famous tourist destinations.
Retro Cute
Sakaimachidori Shopping Street

A must-visit shopping area when in Otaru!!
Lots of cute, delicious and fun stores!

3. Hatori Bridge Tourist Information Center
4. Otaru Canal Terminal
5. Takaro Glass Head Store
6. Otaru Ramen Daidouji
7. Shinsai Square
8. Tsuruhana Textile Store
9. Shi-a-wa Store
10. Hitori House
11. Ohara Shuzo Whiskey Whisky
12. Otaru Shiroishi Sake
13. Sushi Yama
14. Tour the city by bus!
15. You can board from the Canal Terminal!
16. 01-01-16
17. Sakaimachidori Street Tourist Information Center

Tourist Information Centers

- Otaru Canal Terminal
- Takaro Glass Head Store
- Otaru Ramen Daidouji
- Shinsai Square
- Tsuruhana Textile Store
- Shi-a-wa Store
- Hitori House
- Ohara Shuzo Whiskey Whisky
- Otaru Shiroishi Sake
- Sushi Yama
- Tour the city by bus!
- You can board from the Canal Terminal!

Recommended Souvenirs

- Hatori Bridge Tourist Information Center
- Otaru Canal Terminal
- Takaro Glass Head Store
- Otaru Ramen Daidouji
- Shinsai Square
- Tsuruhana Textile Store
- Shi-a-wa Store
- Hitori House
- Ohara Shuzo Whiskey Whisky
- Otaru Shiroishi Sake
- Sushi Yama

Enjoy Otaru!
Picturesque scenery all around! There are lots of photogenic spots in Otaru. Find your very own favoritie spot with a camera in hand!

Takin a stroll and photos. Must-see for shutterbugs!!

Otaru's unique culture and economy merge to find innovative ways to convert old historic buildings. Discover your favorite store while taking a stroll around the city.

Shukutsu Area
- 15 minutes by car or bus from Otaru Station

Asanigawa Onsen Area
- Approx. 10 minutes by car or bus from Otaru Station

Visit Cafés and Restaurants housed within Historic Buildings

KIM GLASS
- Otaru Glass Art Museum
- Visiting the workshops of some of the world's leading glass artists

The Glass Studio
- Otaru
- In the heart of the glass-making district
- Create your own masterpiece with professional guidance

Creative Glass Studio
- Otaru
- Experience glass blowing with expert guidance

Mt. Tengu Area
- The Tengu Hills
- A mountainous area
- Enjoy the sea of clouds and slide!

If you’re not sure, you might spot them

Re:travel
- Visit Asanigawa Onsen
- Camp, river fishing, windsurfing for rent and BBQ!

Enjoy Otaru from the sea, cruising by boat or yacht!

Asanigawa Onsen
- Approx. 3,000 meters in length with 6 1/2 km of waterfalls
- The waterfall is 16 meters in height and 10 meters wide

Mt. Tengu
- Tengu is a type of mountain
- According to Chinese legend, Tengu is a bird with a human body

Otaru Canal
- The canal is the main waterway in Otaru
- Cruise along the canal in a traditional wooden boat

Nakano Botanical Gardens
- Autumn leaves, beautiful flowers, and lovely views
- The garden is open from late autumn to early winter

Café No.1 Warehouse
- A cafe inside an old warehouse
- Visit the renovated Fish Market Warehouse

Prescade
- A cafe inside a historic building
- Enjoy a coffee in a unique setting

Goldstone Cafe
- The former Nakajima Warehouse
- Converted into a cafe

Otaru Bine
- The former Nakajima Bine Warehouse
- Converted into a cafe

Pentax Club / Otaru Guest House
- A guest house
- Enjoy a relaxing stay in Otaru

Otaru Waterfront
- A popular destination
- Enjoy the sea and the cityscape

City’s largest shopping mall!
- Along the Canal

Enjoy the sea of clouds and slide!
- Approx. 18 minutes by car or bus from Otaru Station

Enjoy Otaru from the sea, cruising by boat or yacht!
- Approx. 3,000 meters in length with 6 1/2 km of waterfalls
- The waterfall is 16 meters in height and 10 meters wide
Don’t miss out on the nightlife Otaru has to offer! The canal, night view and drinking district will shine light on a new side of Otaru!

Night View
One of the Three Major Night Views of Hokkaido
Night view from Mt. Tengu

The beautiful night view of dazzling city lights is one of the “Three Major Night Views of Hokkaido” along with Mt. Hakodate and Mt. Rolex in Sapporo. Ride the 30-passenger gondola from the foot of the mountain to the top.

At night
Motto

The canal at night is a nostalgic time emphasized by the compassionate port town.

Cruise
One of the two canal cruises:
View the dazzling gas lamps

A 40-minute guided cruise along the romantic canal lit up by gas lamps.

*Otaru Snow Light Path Festival Canal Venue

Recommended Nighttime Events!

Otaru’s summers are filled with “Omatasuri” (festivities) and fireworks!

From early summer to autumn, there are 6 fireworks festivals and 18 Omatasuri, including the smaller ones in Otara. Enjoy summer to the fullest like an Otara local!

Enjoy the winter with “Otaru Snow Story” and “Otaru Snow Light Path”!

The winter promotion event “Otaru Snow Story” and the “Otaru Snow Light Path” that occur every year in February will make your winter stay in Otara even more memorable. Find your very own story in this town.

Delicious Otaru
Otaru dining is filled with “oshii” or yummy deliciousness where you can enjoy various seasonal foods year-round!

- Herring
- Sushi
- Sea Urchin
- Salmon
- Mantis Shrimp

Otaru’s herring is a dense and meaty filet. Especially delicious when grilled! "Otaru herring being grilled" is a nice sight.

There are over 100 sashimi restaurants in Otaru, many of them concentrated during Daikoku Street. Flow a restaurant you like and enjoy fresh seasoned fish!

The “Shirometsu Sake” from Sake brewery is so delicious! The pump and Brave face is no other!

You can’t go wrong with juicy chicken in a sweet and salty sauce!! All comparable locations at long-established famous restaurants like "Kanzaki” and "Hiro" and enjoy the after-dinner atmosphere.

Types of Fish

- Herring
- Sushi
- Sea Urchin
- Salmon
- Mantis Shrimp

Enjoy the Otaru Night even more!

For more details type "Otaru HANAMACHI" and click search!

Enjoy the Otaru Night even more!! So many appealing stores it’s hard to decide!

Great bars with a Shina vibe. The indescribable air of back streets. Walk around the deep and mysterious Hanamachi area while slightly buzzed.

There are also traditional spots where you can enjoy good drinks and conversations. Love for Atelier cocktail

Drink, Laugh, Sing, Dance Come and enjoy the Otaru night!

*Otaru” can easily be reached by crossing the river more than 5 times with a vehicle that has been used for 5 years. Available at the famous “Otaru Shinsengumi.”
About Otaru

- Population: 73,900 (2019)
- Area: 33.2 km²
- City is a gem located on the northernmost island of Honshu.

Also Amazing! Otaru Aquarium

Aquarium with a variety of aquatic animals. Check out the dolphin, sea lion, seal and penguin performances.

Yakatabune [Kaiyo]

Relax on a guided cruise along the historic Otaru Port. Enjoy the scenic views of the Otaru Canal and the cityscape of Otaru.

Bay Cruise [Aobato]

Enjoy a cruise through the picturesque waters of the Otaru Canal and the surrounding bay. A memorable experience for families and nature lovers.

Have an amazing time!!

The Otaru Maritime Tourism Group

A variety of cruises and activities available.

Have fun in Otaru’s waters while enjoying the stunning scenery.

Sunset Charter Cruise

A memorable cruise watching the sunset over the beautiful sea. Enjoy the view of the Otaru Canal and the city skyline.

Otaru Madoiwa Cruise

Discover the hidden gems of Otaru on a guided tour by boat.

Note: For more information and booking details, please visit the official website of the Otaru Maritime Tourism Group.
Enjoy “Teppanyaki” casually
Steak & Seafood Grill Restaurant

Stake & Seafood Grill Restaurant

Address: 2-Chome-10-5 Nishio, Otaru-shi, Hokkaido
TEL: +81-134-24-6660
Open: 11:00-20:00 (Last order at 19:30)
https://www.oreaka.com/stzak/

Otaru Deneki-koji
Tadal village that becomes the town from the Soup and Sushi room. Enjoy the good old days at the 10 various food stalls.

Shiroi Chabara
・Mizuna
・Aomori
・Rapunzel Kurokame
・Kaburazushi
・Fukitoten
・Tanaka
・Taihokuzo
・Takamura Washoku
・Niwa Washoku Ltd.

Otaru Deneki-koji
Address: 1-1 Iwama TEL: +81-134-24-1463
http://www.otaru-denityou.or.jp/

NAGURO KURASANA
TEL: +81-134-24-6804
This wine bar is the most popular in Otaru.

Uguyaya (Chinese themed bar shop)
TEL: +81-134-22-4419

Daiso Ichi Yuko Otaru-cho Denki
Specializing in Chinese beers, this shop has a variety of beer and sake. Enjoy the cozy atmosphere.

Niko Rita: Specialized & Mikko Wishy
TEL: +81-134-25-5001

BAR BOTA
TEL: +81-134-22-2889

Yamada Rice Farm Otaru Shop
TEL: +81-134-25-7533

UNGA (Ungra Plains)
TEL: +81-134-22-1128

Otaru-Winery
TEL: +81-134-23-2987

Otaru Beer Otaru Sake No.1 Shop
TEL: +81-134-23-3237

A TANCHE Marche in Otaru Station
TEL: +81-134-21-1131

Wing Bay Otaru
TEL: +81-134-23-3237

Kamai Fish Cake Factory Store
TEL: +81-134-24-6802

Rikiriga Misoya (Seaweed store)
TEL: +81-134-22-4400

Amato Main Store
TEL: +81-134-23-3942

Amato Canal Store
TEL: +81-134-31-0983

Niikyaya Sonoopath
TEL: +81-134-27-2111

Kitachi Glass, Sango-kan
TEL: +81-134-21-6939

Kitaichi Venetian Art Museum
TEL: +81-134-21-5871

Kitaichi Venetian Hotel Good Park Otaru
TEL: +81-134-23-4005

Music Box Kaimagou
TEL: +81-134-33-6509

Music Box Kaimagou Hotel Good Park Otaru
TEL: +81-134-25-4005

Takanosake Brewing, Chikensu Brewery
TEL: +81-134-21-5907

Takanosake Brewing, Otaru Brewery
TEL: +81-134-21-5907

Hokkaido Wine Center
TEL: +81-134-23-3059

11 Divisions: Otaru City
TEL: +81-134-23-3237

SEO KAKU
TEL: +81-134-23-3237

AEO NOKU
TEL: +81-134-23-3237

AEO NOKU
TEL: +81-134-23-3237
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TAISHO GLASS

Encounter dream-filled glass at 15 various halls

1. Head store (Constructed 1906 Former Takaseburo Natori Store)
   Experience the sparkle and warmth of handmade glass at the quaint store.

2. Creative Glass Studio
   How about making your own glasswork to remember your trip to Otaru?

3. Glass Beads Studio
   Popular glass-bead workshop

4. Gallery "Gokkabijin"
   A present for someone special, or treat yourself.

5. Lamp Bead Studio
   A fairy tale world with miniature glass!

6. Sora
   Outer space stretched out inside glass.

7. Utsuwaya
   Where food and beads have a delicious relationship.

8. Shukugura
   Find the perfect glass to match your drink of choice.

9. Kuboya
   (Constructed 1907 Former Kubo Store)
   Please enjoy Otaru Glass and sweets inside this historic space.

10. Mahalo
    Stained glass studio pursuing great design.

11. K anzashiy a
    Enjoy the azabu at this "Elegant Azure" specialty store.

12. Hokkoriya
    A store where you feel warm and fuzzy just by looking.

13. Sakaimachi Store
    Largest glass shop in Otaru!

14. Gallery "KURA"
    A space paying the utmost attention to "made in Otaru."

For inquiries regarding tourism

Please note that the contents are subject to change without prior notice.

Otaru International Information Center (Canal Plaza) tel. +81-134-33-1681
Otaru Station Tourist Information Center tel. +81-134-33-1533
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